This communication aims to combine several previously proposed wavelet denoising algorithms into a novel heuristic block method. The proposed "hysteresis" thresholding uses two thresholds simultaneously in order to combine detection and minimal alteration of informative features of the processed signal. This approach exploits the graph structure of the wavelet decomposition to detect clusters of significant wavelet coefficients. The new algorithm is compared with classical denoising methods on simulated benchmark signals.
A different approach is proposed by the Sure algorithm [2] , who aims to estimate as precisely as possible the "clean" signal by minimizing an estimate of the mean squared error (M SE) between the denoised signal and the original one, known as the Stein Unbiased Risk Estimator. This risk is minimized by exhaustively searching the optimal threshold among the coefficients w z . The algorithm was developed under specific conditions on the function g (weak differentiability). In particular, the most widely used is the soft thresholding function: g(w z ) = max 0,
The obtained threshold T S (or thresholds, as the method is usually implemented by scale) are lower than the T U and the obtained signal has a noisier appearance.
The iterative method we proposed in [6, 7] follows a different approach, inspired by [8] [9] [10] : the threshold T M is obtained by a fast fixed-point parameterfree algorithm based on a generalized Gaussian (GG) modelling of the wavelet coefficients. The resulting "minimal denoising" (called hereafter M inD) ensures robust detection of high value coefficients (outliers) and thus leads to maximum information extraction from the measured signal.
As the universal threshold proposed by V isu, the threshold computed by M inD does not impose specific characteristics on the function g(.). Therefore, both methods can be applied either with hard (3) or soft (4) shrinkage.
Block shrinkage
A quite natural hypothesis (most of the times verified in applications) is that large wavelet coefficients appear in clusters, or blocks. The approaches introduced by Hall, Kerkyacharian and Picard [11] and Cai et al. [12] [13] [14] aim to take into account local features of the signal by adapting the thresholds by blocks of neighboring coefficients. The most well-known methods are BlockJS (BJS) and N eighBlock (N B) (with is simpler version N eighCoef ) [12, 13] . The two algorithms propose a similar philosophy as Sure: estimate as precisely as possible a signal corrupted by noise by minimizing the James-Stein estimate of the M SE risk. This minimization leads to a particular form of the shrinkage function g(.), which applies to all coefficients w z,b in a given block of size L:
with ||x b || 2 the energy of the block and T L a block-size depending threshold.
For BJS, T L = λLσ 2 , with λ = 4.505..., L = log N (N being the signal length) and σ the estimated noise power (by scale or global, for colored and white noise respectively). The difference between BJS and N B consists in the use of the function g(.): while in BJS all coefficients in the block are shrunk by the same amount (g(w z,b )), in N B this is done only for the L/2 coefficients located in the center of the considered block. In this case, the blocks will not be disjoints but overlapped by L/4 (see [13] for more details). The neighborhood proposed in these approaches is constructed scale-by-scale, without inter-scale dependencies.
Extensions taking into account this last item were proposed recently by [15, 16] 1 .
3 Graph-based hysteresis approach
As mentioned previously, most of the wavelet denoising algorithms treat the coefficients either individually or in blocks grouped by scale. These approaches don't take into account more general neighborhoods, spanned over scales as well as in time. This point is easily captured by the graph structure of the DWT.
Graph structures
Currently, the most complete investigation of the graph structure of the DWT (implicitly addressing both inter-and intra-scale relations between coefficients)
is done by Crouse et al. [20] . The graph representation emphasizes two important properties of real signals, i.e., persistence and clustering. Following [20] , we define by persistence the fact that "large/small values of wavelet coefficients tend to propagate across scales" and by clustering the fact that "if a particular wavelet coefficients is large/small, then adjacent coefficients are very likely to also be large/small".
More precisely, the wavelet binary tree at a given position (time interval) permits to explore persistence ( figure 1(a) ), while the chains of wavelet coefficients situated on the same scale (frequency band) illustrate clustering ( figure 1(b) ).
If both persistence and clustering are considered, than a complete forest-like graph must be taken into account (figure 1(c)).
A more formal representation of graphs is given by the adjacency matrix A.
For a graph having N nodes (i.e., N wavelet coefficients), A is a square N × N boolean matrix with elements A(i, j) = 1 if there is an edge between nodes i and j and 0 elsewhere. The obtained matrix is symmetric, and the non-zero elements on line (column) i correspond to the coefficients connected to element w z (i) of the wavelet coefficients vector w z . By convention, we consider every node connected to itself (the diagonal of A is filled with 1).
Pruned graphs
The three term-by-term denoising methods presented in the previous section have different rationales: the universal thresholding V isu uses a high threshold aiming to select only informative coefficients and eliminate all noise, while Sure and M inD use a low threshold to eliminate only noise and therefore to select all the signal. A heuristic combination can be then proposed: use a V isu computed high threshold T h = T U to select blocks of significant wavelet coefficients, and a
Sure or M inD low threshold T l = T S (T M ) to fix the limits of the selected blocks.
In the graph structure, the neighborhood of a "very large" coefficient |w z | > T h selected by V isu will be formed by the connected "large enough" coefficients selected by Sure or M inD (|w z | > T l ). These coefficients are called furtheron max-selected and min-selected respectively. The resulting blocks, without a priori predefined shapes, will naturally integrate both persistence and clustering
properties of real signals.
More formally, the issue of choosing the connected min-selected coefficients is equivalent to a three-step pruning of the wavelet graph, and we give further-on a possible procedure (see also figure 2 for an illustrative example):
1. For the considered graph adjacency matrix A (corresponding to graph 2(a)), keep only the 1's corresponding to min-selected elements (marked nodes) by forcing other lines and columns to 0:
Note the newly obtained adjacency matrix A 1 . The resulting graph (figure 2(b)) is a collection of disjoint blocks (clusters) of min-selected coefficients.
For a given cluster, we note B the set of the indices b of the coefficients
2. Apply a transitive closure procedure on the pruned graph. Basically, a transitive closure leads to a modified graph that connects by a direct edge all nodes connected through multiple nodes/edges: if there is a path between two nodes, than a new edge between them is added to the graph.
This approach leads to an iterative computation of a new adjacency matrix, known as Warshall's algorithm: at each step l,
At convergence, all the nodes in a cluster B will be connected by an edge (figure 2(c)). Consequently, if the nodes b i and b j belong to the cluster B, the elements of the obtained adjacency matrix
An implementation issue must be noted here: a complete iterative transitive closure (7) 
The non-null lines (columns) of this A 3 correspond to the wavelet coefficients kept for the reconstruction.
The final denoising algorithm will have the following structure:
1. Wavelet transform the measured signal.
2. Choose the graph type (scale, tree or complete).
3. Apply Sure or M inD (global or scale by scale) to mark min-selected coefficients and the corresponding nodes of the graph.
4. Apply V isu to mark max-selected coefficients and nodes.
5. Prune according to the given procedure the chosen graph. 
Results and discussion
Several versions of the hysteresis approach were implemented:
• considering either Sure (noted HyV S) or M inD (noted HyV M ) algorithms for the low threshold (V isu for the high threshold);
• considering the three types of graph-structures (by scale, subscript s, by binary tree, subscript t and the complete graph, subscript c);
• adapted to white or colored noise (white: the noise power is estimated on the first details level for V isu and Sure, fixed point iterations are performed on all coefficients for M inD; colored: scale by scale noise estimation for V isu and Sure, by-scale fixed-point descent for M inD);
• considering soft (4) or hard (3) thresholding.
The algorithms were compared (mean squared error M SE) to classical termby-term V isu, Sure and M inD, as well as to the block methods BJS and N B
(adapted from the scripts of the free toolbox of Antoniadis et al. [21] ).
Concerning the thresholding strategy, it must be mentioned here that Sure, BJS and N B were specifically developed for soft-type shrinkage functions g(.), while V isu and M inD only compute threshold values and the user can choose the shrinkage strategy. The results we present here in details concern only the soft thresholding, i.e., the low threshold value (given by Sure or by M inD) was subtracted from the selected coefficients. Hard thresholding particularities will be briefly exposed at the end of the section. The approximation scale was kept unchanged and was not considered in the graph construction (for sparse signals, the results might be improved if the approximation is thresholded also).
The tested signals are the usual Bumps, Blocks, HeaviSine The signal length N plays an important role in the algorithms performances.
All of them improve when N increases, the amelioration being more marked for asymptotic procedures as V isuShrink and for probability density estimation methods like M inD. Globally, HyV S algorithm (for the three graph types)
shows very good performances regardless of the signal length, compared to the others, with the complete graph approach HyV S c being constantly the most efficient. SureShrink is the next in line, followed by the block-thresholding For the low-frequency and high-frequency noise cases, we tested versions of the described algorithms adapted to colored noise (scale by scale estimation of σ for V isuShrink and SureShrink based methods, respectively scale by scale probability density estimation and thresholding for M inD based methods). The relative performances of the algorithms are quite similar most of the time, therefore the complete numerical results are not given here. Still, some particular points must be outlined:
• the performances of minimal denoising based algorithms (M inD and HyV M ) degrade sharply when the signal length N is low, as the estimation of the generalized Gaussian (GG) parameters becomes problematic. Therefore, their use is not recommended, unless the signal length is important and/or the coefficient distribution is close to a GG;
• for low-frequency noise, scale adapted denoising tend to do more harm than good: the noise power might be over-estimated on the low frequency scales and the resulting thresholds might be too high, degrading the signal. This is especially true when the SNR is low, when the algorithms using a unique noise estimation perform better than the scale-adapted ones.
Finally, we should note that the comparative results obtained for hardthresholding confirm the better performances of the hysteresis algorithms. As expected, the main challengers among term by term thresholding are V isuShrink Denoising examples for the best algorithm of each family (term-by-term, classical block-thresholding and hysteresis thresholding) are given figure 3.
Conclusion and future research
In this paper, we present a new heuristic method for wavelet denoising. Our approach, which can be considered a block-denoising type method, is based on the graph structure of the orthogonal wavelet decomposition. We propose to combine previously developed algorithms to modify the graph structure of the wavelet decomposition. This two thresholds approach, called "hysteresis denoising", aims to take into account the property of real signals to have wavelet coefficients grouped in clusters, spanned both over time and over scales. Therefore, a high valued threshold is implemented to select only informative signal coefficients (i.e., to eliminate asymptotically all the noise), while a low threshold is used to define neighborhoods of the selected coefficients (clusters, or blocks) on which the signal of interest is accurately estimated. The newly proposed method is compared successfully with other wavelet denoising algorithms, which it outperforms most of the time.
By its nature, the hysteresis thresholding is adapted to the detection and the denoising of isolated transients in long time series (i.e., very sparse signals). The validation of this hypothesis, along with some new improvements on the minimal denoising method (itself adapted to transient detection) and with more extensive comparisons (for example with the recently proposed SureBlock shrinkage [14] , which shows rather similar results) are currently under study and will make the subject of a future work.
Appendix
The proposed hysteresis approach is based on the following thresholds:
• high threshold (V isu universal threshold):
with N the signal length and σ the noise' (robust) standard deviation;
• low threshold for HyV S (Sure threshold):
with P the number of wavelet coefficients having absolute values ≥ T ;
• low threshold for HyV M (M inD threshold) T L = T M obtained at convergence of the following fixed-point iteration: 
